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ABSTRACT  

 

An increasing number of the elderly population wish to live an independent lifestyle, rather than 

rely on intrusive care programs. There are many solutions presented, using wearable sensors they are 

capable of carrying out continuous monitoring of the elderly, alerting the relevant caregivers when 

necessary and forwarding pertinent information to a big data system for analysis. This literature 

gives a description of various prototype solutions to monitor health conditions of dispersed users. It 

is shown that the intelligent forwarders can provide the remote sensors with context awareness. They 

transmit only important information to the big data server for analytics when certain behaviours 

happen and avoid overwhelming communication and data storage. Such systems can provide rich 

information to healthcare providers about individual’s health conditions and their living 

environment. 

Keywords: Hidden Markov Model, Locality sensitive hashing, wearable sensor, Instant based 

learning. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In our aging society, healthcare systems has been envisioned as an important application of 

pervasive computing to improve healthcare quality and save lives, where miniaturized wearable and 

implantable body sensor nodes and smart phones are utilized to provide remote healthcare 

monitoring to people who have chronic medical conditions such as diabetes and heart disease. 

Specifically, in a healthcare system, medical users are no longer needed to be monitored within home 

or hospital environments. Instead, after being equipped with smart phone and wireless body sensor 

network (BSN) formed by body sensor nodes, medical users can walk outside and receive the high-

quality healthcare monitoring from medical professionals anytime and anywhere. For a considerable 

time, many assistive devices have been available for installation into residential environments or for 

wearable sensors with the intention of interacting with a user to ascertain their well being or, in some 

cases, their physical health. Elderly monitoring systems can be categorized to two variations: 

autonomous problem determining and human problem determining. Elderly monitoring systems can 

be categorized to two variations: autonomous problem determining and human problem determining. 

While the former category is populated with devices, these require only the gathered data to infer a 

belief regarding the users state. The latter category has the need for an element of further human 

involvement in order to assess the status of a user. Such applications similarly utilize 

environmentally located sensors or body-worn nodes to gather readings relating to the user, before 

uploading them to some server that is accessible by a healthcare professional or some other 
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monitoring service that can identify any issues being faced by the user. These systems have a lower 

level of processing involved and as such require heavier data throughput to the server and time 

consuming interpretation by healthcare professionals, given that storage of the observations in their 

raw form is usually required and inference of a behavior or state is made by a human supervisor. 

When such healthcare devices need to be deployed to a great amount of the elderly population for 

continuous monitoring, acquiring and analyzing data from the distributed devices become a 

challenge to data communications and processing. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this section, we briefly discuss the existing works about health monitoring systems. 

 Wireless sensor network provides a number of useful methods to acquire and monitor the 

physiological signals of a patient. Yan et al. [1] presented Wireless Sensor Network Based E- Health 

System which provides an introduction about WSN in home that collects environmental and personal 

parameters. It is an initial step that explains how to collect information’s using wireless sensor 

network and stores it in a computer.This describes the detail implementation of E-healthcare by a 

wireless sensor network.  The idea of E-healthcare is to help the elderly who live alone. The system 

will provide home assistant, nurse, healthcare center and relatives with a degree of “understanding” 

of what is happening around the person without interrupting normal daily life. 

Bluetooth has a wide range of applications in the various fields. A patient monitoring s/m, using a 

piconet for physiological signal transferring has some disadvantages like limited number of nodes 

and limited communication area .To overcome this problems,Sivaranjani in [2] proposed a model 

which interconnects 3 piconets and form a scatter net sensor network. Here 2 piconets contains five 

patients and a local nurse, piconet 3 contains a chief nurse and 3 doctors. Chief nurse act as a bridge 

node and if any critical occurs the doctors receive the data and sends ack to the patient.But it is a 

manual system. This new technology has potential for offering a wide range of benefits to patients, 

medical personnel, and society through continuous monitoring feature, early detection of 

abnormalities with high reliability and security, and potential knowledge discovery through data 

mining of all collected medical data.  This network is cost effective and it not only increases the 

coverage range but also increase the number of nodes in the network. First, medical personnel can 

get the patients’ physiological information in time, and then, give real-time diagnostic advices that 

are important to patients’ recovery. 

Mobile Telemedicine System for Home Care and Patient Monitoring mentioned in [3] uses a client 

server approach for health monitoring. Which allows the use of any patient monitor with a RS-232 

interface. The application was designed for remote patient monitoring. Its capability of utilize 

standard patient monitors allows the use of telehomecare without deprecating the current EMDs. The 

system proved to be quick and reliable. The patient is connected to the patient monitor. the mobile 

phone connected to the monitor receives the information through the RS232 interface. The signals 

are converted in packets and transmitted to the server using TCP/IP and/or UDP protocols. The 

server settled in hospital stores data in a relational database. Then, health care providers monitor 

their patients using the server application. The system can also be applied in emergency telemedicine 

applications in reason of its mobility 

Figueredo et al [4] presented a secure and privacy preserving opportunistic computing framework, 

called SPOC, where each medical user in emergency can achieve the user centric privacy access 

control to allow only those qualified helpers to participate in the opportunistic computing to balance 

the high reliability of PHI process and minimizing PHI privacy disclosure in m-Healthcare 

emergency. Which is based on an attribute based access control and a new privacy-preserving scalar 

product computation (PPSPC) technique, and allows a medical user to decide who can participate in 

the opportunistic computing to assist in processing his overwhelming PHI data. SPOC framework 
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can achieve the efficient user-centric privacy access control & it can balance the high-intensive PHI 

process and transmission and minimizing the PHI privacy disclosure in m-Healthcare emergency.  

A Mobile Care System with Alert Mechanism proposed by Ye et al [5] has proposed a role based 

mobile healthcare system for chronic patients with an integration of multiple physiological parameter 

extraction devices. Which provide alert in 2 conditions. One is patients do not upload physiological 

parameters on schedule and the other is the result of measurement is abnormal and our system 

automatically informs care providers. For the personal mobile device construction as the mobile 

healthcare system front-end, physiological parameter extraction devices and mobile phones as 

personal mobile gateways were designed and constructed separately. The separation in design leads 

to three major ad- vantages: high flexibility in architecture; good expandability in functions; and 

simplicity in hardware design. By using mobile phones as integration devices and utilizing a program 

to design software modules with various functions, personal mobile devices are not only powerful 

and flexible in functions, but also provide a shortcut to the goal. It reduces both the time and cost 

needed for system development.  

A Markov Chain Model of Temporal Behavior for Anomaly Detection [6], explains, the learning and 

inference algorithms of the Markov model for intrusion detection were implemented using C++. It 

uses the graphical representation of observed values for anomaly detection.This study has 

demonstrated the promising performance of the intrusion detection technique based on the Markov 

model of temporal behavior. The application of the intrusion detection technique using a Markov 

model of the temporal norm profile is not limited to the temporal behavior of a host machine.  

In ECG Data Provisioning for Tele homecare Monitoring, proposes an ECG provisioning system 

based on hidden markov models in [7] and makes use of an original ECG markup language. It 

explains a layered structure, in which Sensors Communication layer uses a Holter monitor for ECG 

acquisition. this device recorded the ECG in digital form. This collected data send to a computer 

where automatic data processing occurs. Data transmission using a RF wireless link. The result is 

wrapped with the personal info and the previous recorded data in EcgAware model. This is send to 

the physician for analysis. 

Rongxing [8] proposed a method used in Wireless Stand-alone Portable Patient Monitoring and 

Logging System is the integrated monitoring system called MultiMon (Multi signal Monitor) is 

responsible for converting the biophysical readings into numerical values that are stored in the 

microcontrollers EEPROM memory. Heart rate and pulse oximetry biosensor and Blood glucose 

sensor are used here. The patient monitoring device has been developed using an embedded system 

platform and a collection of biosensors and discrete electronics. The sensor readings are collected 

and stored in a microcontroller for an extended period of time, and a supervising physician who can 

download the stored data to a PC using RS-232 interface. This data is analyzed and create individual 

patient record and provide treatment to each patient. This is a cost effective design due to the use of 

an all purpose RISC based microcontroller as opposed to a proprietary hardware platform.  

In the architecture of a Wirelessly Accessible Sensor Populations (WASP) for elderly care 

monitoring system [9], a BSN and a ASN are connected to a personal mobile hub, a WSN hub 

collects information’s from PMH and forward it to RDC server. The assistance providers can access 

these data from RDC. And they can provide assistance to the elderly. 

Monitoring Motor Fluctuations in Patients with Parkinson’s Disease Using Wearable Sensors [10] is 

used to estimate the severity of symptoms and motor complications in patients with Parkinson’s 

disease. A support vector machine (SVM) classier was implemented to estimate the severity of 

tremor, bradykinesia and dyskinesia from accelerometer data features. SVM-based estimates were 

compared with clinical scores derived via visual inspection of video recording stake while patients 

performed a series of standardized motor tasks. The analysis of the video recordings was performed 
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by clinicians trained in the use of scales for the assessment of the severity of Parkinson symptoms 

and motor complications. 

Table 1. Comparison between Related Works 

Methodologies 
 

Automatic 

Monitorin

g 

Continuous 

Analysis 

E-health system    

Automatic patient 

monitoring system 

using scatternet for 

critical care 

   

SPOC     

 Wireless Stand-

alone Portable 

Patient Monitoring 

and Logging 

System 

   

Mobile 

Telemedicine 

System for Home 

Care and Patient 

Monitoring 

   

A Mobile Care 

System With Alert 

Mechanism 

   

ECG Data 

Provisioning for 

Tele  home care 

Monitoring 

   

Wireless Stand-

alone Portable 

Patient Monitoring 

and Logging 

System 

   

WASP     

Monitoring motor 

fluctuations in 

patients with 

Parkinson disease 

using wearable 

sensors 

   

 

3. CONCLUSION 
This literature presented several health monitoring and analysing approaches. It is clearly found that 

in [1], the monitoring technique makes use of multiple sensors. In [2] bluetooth network is utilized as 

an information connector, which makes the monitoring technique simple, but it is expensive and time 

consuming. In [3], the monitoring technique act as a client server system and stores information in 
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RDBMS . It has a complex architecture and is expensive. In [4], the SPOC technique provide more 

security and is very efficient & low cost method . But it also include some manual operations. In [5], 

the patient himself sending the sensor readings to the doctor.it is also a manual system and is 

complex. We can not offer efficient treatment to the person on time. In [6], the author describes 

about Markov chain model for temporal chain model and anomaly detection .The monitoring 

technique explained in [7] includes several layers in architecture it is expensive and complex.it 

doesn’t offering continuous monitoring to the patient. In [8] the wireless stand alone patient 

monitoring system includes many manual steps in it. It makes the technique more complex. It 

doesn’t provide live analysis & long time analysis to the patient.The techniques used in WASP [9] 

and in [10] are also not that much efficient.  Compared to the above monitoring techniques, we can 

suggest a low cost efficient intelligent information forwarder for healthcare system for aged people 

which connects with remote sensors through mobile phones to monitor the wearers well being such a 

system can provide rich information to healthcare providers about individuals health conditions and 

their living environment. It can use  HMM to estimate a wearers behaviors, which includes an LSH 

table to determine the observation probability of a state. The LSH table is proposed to improve 

efficiency. The main advantages of the system are less human interaction, reduced storage capacity, 

save patient data securely and reduce the data transmission communication complexity and is easy to 

model, setup and use. 
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